‘Thank you so much
for your kind donation
towards Generation
Science. We really
enjoyed ourselves.’
PUPIL

2018
Generation
Science
Report Card
That’s a wrap! The 28th Generation
Science tour has come to a close –
reaching every corner of the country,
we inspired and enthused over 56,800
primary school children through our
diverse programme of shows and
workshops that explore the wonderful
world of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM).
Elgin Energy has generously supported
the delivery of Generation Science 2018
and we can’t thank you enough. Your
support has been invaluable, enabling
our teams to travel across Scotland
inspiring children to achieve their
potential and become the problem
solvers and innovators of tomorrow.

‘Lovely, friendly staff as
always, children loved it!’
TEACHER

‘They really kept us
interested and at the
same time made it
educational and fun’
PUPIL

Elgin Energy directly supported 10
workshops in Moray enabling us
to reach some of Scotland’s most
disadvantaged and rural schools.
From the outset, our vision has been a
world where science and technology
is accessible and engaging, being
celebrated by everyone regardless
of their background or location.
We believe everyone should have
access to STEM – it is only with the
commitment of our sponsors and
supporters that we are able to achieve
this.

‘Children were excited to
begin their new topic.
Lots of information in
a short space of time
but excellent intro, met
requirements. Thanks’
TEACHER

2018 STATISTICS
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Over 34,500 children visited
are in schools with an FME
rating of 50% and over

Reached 56,800
primary school pupils

5,000 brochures distributed
to primary schools in Scotland

Visited 8 Island communities
Trained 41 Science Communicators
581 Schools visited
(28% of Scottish primary schools)
across all 32 local authorities

1,589 performances

1,938 hours of science

percentage
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PRESS AND MARKETING

KEY BENEFITS

Generation Science was featured
in a range of press outlets between
January – May 2018, including: Central
Fife Times, Dumbarton Reporter,
Ardrossan & Saltcoats Herald, Eskdale &
Liddesdale Advertiser, The Edinburgh
Reporter, Deeside Piper and Herald,
Evening Express, Clydebank Post,
Dumbarton Reporter, Falkirk Today and
The National amongst many others. Elgin
Energy’s support was highlighted in the
Northern Scot with a lovely article and
accompanying pictures from Rothes
Primary School who received a free
workshop titled Power from the People.

PROFILE RAISING
Without supporters like Elgin Energy,
we would not be able to reach as
many people as we do. By way of a
thank you, below are some of the key
benefits from having a partnership with
us:

SOCIAL
MEDIA
28 TWITTER
MENTIONS
14 FACEBOOK
MENTIONS
15 INSTAGRAM
MENTIONS

• Logo accreditation in the Generation
Science brochure – 5,000 copies
distributed across Scotland, with every
primary school receiving a copy
• All schools that benefitted from Elgin
Energy’ sponsorship received a letter
from Edinburgh International Science
Festival including a short message
about your support of Generation
Science.
• Logo accreditation as a Funding Partner
(Education) in the Science Festival
programme (80,000 copies)

• Logo accreditation as a Funding
Partner (Education) on the Science
Festival website – over 140,000 website
impressions from the launch of the 2018
programme until the end of the Festival
• Logo accreditation as Funding Partner
of the education programme on
signage displayed at all key Festival
venues.
Through these benefits, we have
been able to raise awareness of Elgin
Energy’s support to:
• The wider public (especially families
and educators)
• Business and industry representatives
across a broad range of sectors
• Scottish and local governments as well
as their strategic partners
• Academia, research councils and
learned societies

STAFF ENGAGEMENT
We aim to provide a number of
opportunities for your staff to engage
with our projects and activities. Senior
staff members from Elgin Energy were
invited to a press call for Generation
Science, in order to experience the
pupils’ excitement and enthusiasm first
hand. Unfortunately no one was able to
attend the tour this year, however, we do
hope to be able to show you the benefits
of your support in person during the next
Generation Science tour.
During the Science Festival, which this
year celebrated its’ 30th edition, staff
members were offered tickets to the
Science Festival Family Extravaganza
day at City Art Centre. This event is held
exclusively for funders and partners
during the Science Festival. Tickets
were also made available to the Festival
Opening Party and the Edinburgh
Medal Address – a prestigious annual
award event held at the City Chambers
and hosted by the Lord Provost.
Staff from Elgin Energy were also
offered discounted tickets to a wide
range of events during the Science
Festival.

‘They brought lots of
different experiences
that we could not do at
school’
PUPIL

SCHOOLS VISITED
SCHOOLNAME

TOWN

SHOWTITLE

CLASS

PUPILS

ST SYLVESTER'S SCHOOL

ELGIN

FIZZ, BOOM, BANG

P4

MOSSTOWIE SCHOOL

MILTONDUFF

POWER FROM THE PEOPLE

P4-7

MILNE'S PRIMARY SCHOOL

FOCHABERS

POWER FROM THE PEOPLE

P6

32

34
31
34

PORTGORDON SCHOOL

PORTGORDON

POWER FROM THE PEOPLE

P4-7

TOMINTOUL PRIMARY SCHOOL

TOMINTOUL

READY, TEDDY, GO!

P1-3

30

LINKWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL

ELGIN

BRICKS AND BLOCKS

P1-2

35

PORTESSIE SCHOOL

BUCKIE

GET FIZZY!

P1-2

26

KNOCKANDO SCHOOL

MORAY

LEGO MINDSTORMS
CHALLENGE

P5-7

30

CULLEN SCHOOL

CULLEN

SPACE BASE

P4/5

30

GLENLIVET SCHOOL

BALLINDALLOCH

SMART GRID

P1-7

16

ROTHES SCHOOL

ROTHES

POWER FROM THE PEOPLE

P4-7

30

TEACHER FEEDBACK

100% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
THAT THE CONTENT OF THEIR SHOW
OR WORKSHOP WAS IN LINE WITH THE
CURRICULUM FOR EXCELLENCE

90% OF TEACHERS WERE VERY
SATISFIED WITH THEIR GENERATION
SCIENCE SHOW, WITH THE OTHER 10%
BEING SATISFIED

97% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE INCREASED
THEIR STUDENT’S AWARENESS OF
SCIENCE IN EVERYDAY LIFE

94% OF TEACHERS SAID THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE ENGAGED
CHILDREN WHO DO NOT NORMALLY
SHOW AN INTEREST IN SCIENCE

80% OF TEACHERS FOUND THE
ACCOMPANYING RESOURCE PACK
OF FOLLOW UP LESSON PLANS AND
EXPERIMENTS USEFUL OR VERY USEFUL

99% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE DEMONSTRATED
THAT SCIENCE CAN BE FUN

99% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE INCREASED
THEIR STUDENT’S UNDERSTANDING OF
THE TOPIC

95% OF TEACHERS WOULD
RECOMMEND GENERATION SCIENCE
TO A COLLEAGUE

100% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
THE CONTENT OF THEIR SHOW OR
WORKSHOP WAS AGE APPROPRIATE
FOR THEIR CLASS

80% OF TEACHERS SAID THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE INSPIRED THEM
TO SEEK FURTHER CPD IN SCIENCE.

99% OF TEACHERS AGREED THAT
GENERATION SCIENCE INCREASED
THEIR STUDENT’S ENTHUSIASM FOR
SCIENCE

The resources to support
learning were amazing
and our children would
not have had access to
these without Generation
Science.’
TEACHER

‘We were so impressed
with the delivery to a
difficult audience. Really
well presented through
the story.’
TEACHER

HIGHLIGHTS

THANK YOU

With the generous support of our
partners and funders, we were able to
visit schools across the length of the
country – from Park Primary School in
Stranraer to Brora Primary School in the
Highlands. We also ventured off the
Scottish mainland, delivering shows and
workshops in Lewis, Shetland, Orkney,
Mull, Bute, Skye and Arran.

Elgin Energy’s support this year made
it possible for Edinburgh International
Science Festival to bring science and
technology to life for pupils across
Scotland. You have played a key part in
helping schoolchildren to feel inspired
and informed as well as supporting
teachers to deliver the Curriculum
for Excellence in an engaging and
informative way.

‘I like how interactive the
workshop was, they got
lots of volunteers up to
help’

We are thrilled to continue working
with Elgin Energy over the next three
years and look forward to working
closely to deliver an inspirational
education programme!

PUPIL

On behalf of the Board of Directors, the
Edinburgh International Science Festival
team, our science communicators, and
the many young people who directly
benefitted from Elgin Energy’s support,
we would like to thank Elgin Energy
once more for your confidence in our
work and the invaluable support given
in helping us to achieve our charitable
aims.

‘Thank you for the visit
you gave to our school. I
thought it was amazing’
PUPIL

‘I loved how [the Science
Communicators] were
enthusiastic and it was
mind blowing and a
magical experience. I’ve
got three words for you…
I LOVED IT’
PUPIL

Kind regards,

‘Great workshop - loved
enthusiasm. Lots of
learning’
TEACHER

‘They fully engaged the
class throughout the
lesson, thank you both
very much!’
TEACHER

‘Workshop was very
engaging from start to
finish. It was presented
in a very fun and
interactive way.’
TEACHER

‘The children were
very engaged with
the workshop from
the beginning of the
event. The timing of the
workshop was just right’
TEACHER

Director and CEO
Edinburgh International Science Festival

